Are probability estimates affected by the temporal setting (i.e., ^st vs. future) of the events being judged'.' It has been hypothesized that analysts are more certain about the likelihood of events set in the past than about events set in the future. Experiments reported here show that, when outcome knowledge Is witheld trom judgments set in the past, temporal setting has no discernible effects on probability estimates. A rundamental principle of the normative theory of prediction is that prior probability, which summarizes what we knew before receiving any specific evidence, remains relevant even after such evidence is obtained.
However, as this study and previous work by Kahneman and Tversky show, human intuition does not work this way. human judges deviate from the normative model by relying almost exclusively on the implications of specific evidence (i.e., the witness said X; and the message said Y, etc.) and neglecting prior probabilities (i.e., X and Y are very rare in the population of behaviors under consideration). As a result, intuitive probability assessments often are quite erroneous. We show that experts, too, are susceptible to this bias and it is apparent that training and use of special computational techniques must be employed to minimize its effects. Computerized feedback, which transforms conceptual judgment problems to p-rceptual tasks, may enable people to perform far more complex judgment tasks than had previously been thought possible (where complex means many predictor cues, differing in importance, and each having a different, often nonlinear, relationship to the criterion being judged).
3. Tverskv and Kahneman are preparing a treatise on "The psychology of regret." This studv will illustrate the psychological components of utility much as their earlier work documented the components of subjective probability. They will attempt to demonstrate that psychological components such as anticipated regret must be incorporated Into utilities if these utilities are to be valid guides to decision.
